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A novel 4 -dete tor array designed as a losed shell of Ge rystals is
urrently under development. It will onsist of 180 large Ge rystals. For
the rst time pulse shape analysis and -ray tra king will be employed to
distinguish -rays s attering inside the shell and to determine the point of
impa t. A full energy peak e ien y of 50% at multipli ity M = 1 and up
to 24% at M = 30 are expe ted, resulting in a sensitivity in rease of up to
three orders of magnitude for subtle nu lear stru ture investigations.
PACS numbers: 29.30.h, 29.30.Kv, 29.40.Gx, 29.40.Wk
1. Introdu tion

Understanding nu lear ex itations is one of the prin ipal goals of nu lear
stru ture studies. The most powerful tool to investigate nu lear stru ture
under extreme
of the

onditions is high pre ision

-de ay properties of the atomi

-ray spe tros opy.

The study

nu leus has provided an enormous

quantity of information on the behaviour of su h a system, for example,
under the inuen e of high temperatures, high spin or large deformations as
well as for extreme isospin values (the proton-to-neutron ratio) and of the
total nu lear mass. New

hallenges for nu lear spe tros opy are imminent

at a time when high intensity radioa tive ion beams are emerging in a wide
energy range: from the Coulomb energy regime, typi al for the European
ISOL fa ilities (SPIRAL and the planned EURISOL), to the intermediate
and relativisti

energy regimes of fragmentation fa ilities, su h as SIS/FRS

and in parti ular the new GSI fa ility.
In the Coulomb energy regime the
inelasti

or

lassi al rea tion types (transfer, deep-

ompound rea tions) be ome available with intensities

ble to that of today's stable beams. At intermediate energies,



ompara-

i.e. between
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50 and 200 MeV/u, Coulomb ex itation

an be employed to populate low-

spin states; depending on the available beam energy highly ex ited states up
to the giant resonan es

an be rea hed. For even higher energies se ondary

fragmentation be omes a powerful tool to
are ex ited to relatively high spins,

~

than 30
lines,

reate very exoti

i.e. in violent

fragments that

ollisions spins of more

an be rea hed. Finally, the rarest spe ies,

i.e.

lose to the drip

an be studied using de ay spe tros opy after implantation.

Exoti

beams allow approa hing and mapping the drip-line regions in order to answer the open questions in nu lear stru ture physi s and to explore nu lear
stability at the very limits. Nu lei far from stability allow amplifying and
isolating parti ular aspe ts of the nu lear intera tion and dynami s and may
favour the o

urren e of new symmetries.

First and foremost, high-resolution

-spe tros opi

studies will open up

unique possibilities allowing a very ri h physi s program to be addressed,
that

overs the full range of topi s in whi h the nu lear physi s

nity is

urrently interested: the investigation of exoti

at essentially all nu leoni

ommu-

nu lei will be aiming

(i) proton-ri h nu-

degrees of freedom, su h as

lei at and beyond the proton drip line and the extension of the

N = Z

(ii) neutron-ri h nu lei towards the drip line in medium heavy elements and (iii) the heaviest elements and towards new super-heavy elements.
line,

The internal degrees of freedom of nu lei will be exploited by investigating

(i) ultra-high spin states produ ed in extremely

(ii) meta(iii) Multi-Phonon

old rea tions,

stable states at high spins and at very large deformation,

Giant resonan es as well as other high-temperature phenomena, su h as
quantum

haos.

An instrument of major importan e for these studies is a high performan e

-ray spe trometer

apable of disentangling the stru ture of exoti

nu lei produ ed with extremely small
ground of less exoti

ross se tion in an overwhelming ba k-

nu lei and possibly under the

onstraint of severe

Doppler ee ts.
Over the last de ade Compton suppressed Ge arrays have been steadily
optimised [1,2℄ and further leaps are improbable with this te hnology.
A totally new

on ept is required in order to further in rease the e ien y

and granularity of 4

-dete tor arrays, namely a shell built purely from Ge

dete tors shown in Fig. 1 to s ale besides the EUROBALL spe trometer.
The Ge shell presented here is assumed to have an inner radius of 15 m,
a thi kness of 9 m and

onsists of 100200

apsulated Ge dete tors.

losely pa ked, individually en-

In the present generation of

typi ally 30 % of the total solid angle is

the rest being used by the BGO shields. On the
overage of the shell
a

-dete tor arrays,

overed with germanium material,
ontrary, the germanium

an be as high as 80 % so that the probability for

-ray to end up in the a tive, high-resolution part of the array is max-
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Fig. 1. Cross se tional view of EUROBALL IV ompared to a pure shell of the
same volume of Ge.
imised.

Despite the larger solid-angle

overage, the total photo-peak e-

ien y of this shell is a priori not better than for EUROBALL, while the
peak-to-total ratio is a tually three times smaller.

The reason for su h

a poor performan e is the large probability to dete t more than one
the same dete tor and the s attering of
dete tors. However, if the tra ks of the

-rays in the Ge shell are followed

and all their individual intera tion points are identied, a dramati
man e improvement will be obtained.

the

perfor-

In addition, for transitions emitted

by fast moving nu lei, the Doppler-shift
spe tral resolution

-ray in

-radiation between the germanium

orre tion and therefore the nal

ould be done in an optimal way, as the angles at whi h

-rays hit the Ge dete tors

an be determined with high pre ision from

the knowledge of the rst intera tion point.
This new

on ept is

alled

-ray tra king [35℄. The position sensitivity

of the dete tors is a hieved by a segmentation of the outer
analysing the

onta t and by

harge drift times within a segment and the mirror

indu ed in the neighbouring segments.
the individual intera tion points of a

harges

Thus, one will be able to dete t
-ray being Compton-s attered and

nally absorbed in the Ge dete tors. Several re ently developed
already employing segmented dete tors and have strongly
te hnologi al progress [68℄. Re onstru ting the

-arrays are

ontributed to the

-ray's tra k and

omparing

it with the Compton-s attering formula makes it possible to de ide whether
the

-ray was emitted from the target and fully absorbed in the Ge shell.

From Monte Carlo simulations one expe ts that a Ge tra king array will have
highest e ien y (maximum
ex ellent performan e for the
of the

overage of the solid angle with Ge dete tors),
orre tion of Doppler ee ts (emission angle

-ray determined from the rst intera tion point in the Ge dete tor)

and a very good peak-to-total ratio (by distinguishing between fully and
partially absorbed events).
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2. Requirements for AGATA

Even though radioa tive beams from next generation fa ilities will often
approa h today's intensity of stable beams, the most exoti

nu lei under

investigation will always be produ ed with extremely low rates.
spe trometer to study these nu lei must be a universal instrument
of measuring

A

-ray

apable

-radiation in a large energy range (from a few tenths keV up to

10 MeV and more), with the largest possible e ien y and with a very good
spe tral response. The nu lei of interest are often rarely produ ed, but
be a

ompanied by mu h more abundant, less exoti

an

spe ies. The radiation

an be emitted by fast moving sour es and in a hostile environment of high
ba kground radioa tivity (Bremsstrahlung, neutrons and

harged parti les,

et .). This requires the simultaneous optimisation of several and sometimes
oni ting properties:



The full energy or photo-peak e ien y (Pfe ),

dete t the total energy of any emitted photon individually, must be
maximised (for both low and high
tify the weakest rea tion



i.e. the probability to

-ray multipli ity) in order to iden-

hannels.

A very good spe tral response measured by the peak-to-total ratio

(P=T ),

i.e. the ratio of full energy e ien y to the total intera tion

e ien y, must be obtained in order to preserve good spe trum quality
also for high-fold



oin iden es.

A very good angular resolution for the emission dire tion of the dete ted

-quanta must be a hieved in order to su iently redu e the

strong Doppler ee ts of radiation sour es moving with velo ities up
to



v= = 0:5.

The system must be

apable of high event rates, either be ause the

ba kground radioa tivity might dominate for very low intensity radioa tive beams or be ause a very high luminosity is needed in order
to populate the weakest rea tion



hannels.

A suitable free inner spa e must be available in order to allow for
additional dete tion systems inside the Ge ball that allow to better
sele t the nu lei of interest,

i.e. an illary dete tors to measure light
et .

harged parti les, heavy ions,
In the following the basi

properties of su h a system,

alled the Ad-

van ed GAmma Tra king Array (AGATA)[9℄, are dis ussed. With the properties anti ipated for AGATA several orders of magnitude improvement in
resolving power will be obtained (see Fig.

2) making it extremely more
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity of -dete tion arrays.
powerful than all

urrent or near future arrays. The total full energy e-

ien y (Pfe ) for a single

material that

-ray is essentially determined by the amount of Ge

an be pla ed around the radiation sour e sin e it depends

on the probability that the total energy is absorbed by the dete tor. Using
the best te hniques available today for
Ge dete tors,

i.e.

onstru ting

losely pa ked arrays of

omposite dete tors of en apsulated Ge

80% of the total solid angle

an be

way a maximum total full energy e ien y above 70%
low-energy
length

rystals

an be obtained for

-rays (around 100 keV) that have a mu h smaller intera tion

ompared to the length of the dete tors.

For higher energy

the thi kness of the Ge shell be omes very important. With Ge
10

lose to

overed with a tive Ge material. In that

m length a total full energy e ien y

at an energy of 1 MeV as shown in Fig. 3,

-rays

rystals of

lose to 50% should be possible
ompared to the best high-spin

 10%) and urrent high-e ien y spe trometers for radioa tive beams (Pfe  20%). With this hoi e of rystals it
will be possible to a hieve  10% e ien y even for 10 MeV -rays, while

spe trometers for stable beams (Pfe

using even longer

rystals would in rease the

osts dramati ally.
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Fig. 3. Response of AGATA as a fun tion of -ray energy (for multipli ity M = 1).
For higher

-ray multipli ity it must be ensured that dierent

-rays do

not deposit energy in the same dete tion element. To optimise this single-hit
probability the number of dete tion elements must be very large

ompared

to the total number of intera tions in the dete tor. Simulations have shown
that ea h dete tion element should not
of

4

over a solid angle larger than

10

3

whi h together with a suitable segmentation in depth leads to a total

number of dete tion elements of the order of 60008000. In this situation
the full energy e ien y will be essentially determined by the ee tiveness of
the tra king algorithms in re onstru ting the tra ks of the

-rays. Realisti

simulations of the tra king performan e indi ate that an e ien y of
for an energy of 1 MeV and at

M



30

The superiority of AGATA in every domain of
demonstrated by a
stable beams (Pfe

20%

an be rea hed (see Fig.
-ray spe tros opy is

4).

learly

omparison with the best high-spin spe trometers for

 6 % at M  30).

Fig. 4. E ien y and P=T of AGATA as a fun tion of multipli ity for as ades of
1 MeV -transitions. The values are based on a tra king e ien y of about 50%
whi h is likely to be improved in the near future.
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The peak-to-total ratio des ribes the spe tral response of the dete tor.
In a tra king spe trometer the
algorithms. In this way a
1 MeV
50%

-rays.

P=T

P=T

ratio

an be optimised by the tra king

ratio up to 70%

Even at multipli ity

an be a hieved.

e ien y a

P=T

an be rea hed for individual

M = 30

a very good

P=T

ratio of

When the tra king is optimised to obtain highest

ratio of 60%

ompares favourably with

an still be realised at low multipli ity, whi h

onventional

-ray spe trometers using es ape-

suppressed dete tors. An optimal position resolution is also assured by the
high granularity of AGATA, sin e the segments are su iently small in order
to determine the intera tion position(s) within one segment with very high
pre ision.
This key feature of AGATA allows to determine the emission dire tion of
all dete ted

-quanta within an opening angle smaller than

to an array with an ee tive granularity of



1Æ ,

orresponding

105 elements. In this way

an energy resolution better than 0.5 % is ensured for transitions emitted by
nu lei at velo ities up to

v=

 50 %.

This value is

omparable to

urrent

spe trometers used at 10 times smaller re oil velo ities and is only a fa tor
of 2 larger than the intrinsi

resolution of Ge dete tors at 1 MeV. Fig.

5

shows the simulated energy spe trum for EUROBALL and for AGATA if
the

-emitting nu leus moves at

v= = 50

%.
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Fig. 5. Simulated energy spe trum for EUROBALL (bottom) and for AGATA (top)
if the -emitting nu leus moves at v= = 50 %.
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3. Design of AGATA

Following the above dis ussion the geometri al stru ture of AGATA is
a spheri al shell

omposed of 12 regular pentagons and 180 hexagons. Ow-

ing to the symmetries of this spe i

bu ky-ball

dierent irregular hexagons are needed.

while preserving modularity, three hexagonal
arranged in one
Aluminium

ryostat.

Ea h Ge

66

rystals (one of ea h type) are

rystal is en apsulated in a very thin

an  a new te hnology developed in the framework of the EU-

ROBALL and MINIBALL proje ts. The
into

onstru tion three slightly

To minimise inter-dete tor spa e

rystals are ele troni ally divided

azimuthal and longitudinal segments. Thus the total number of

segments in the array is 6780. The inner radius of the array is about 19

m.

Fig. 6. Artisti view of the AGATA array.
The AGATA ele troni s will be based on digital signal pro essing, by
whi h the pre-amplier output is sampled and digitised with fast ADCs to
re ord the time evolution (shape) of the signals. From the signal dete ted in
a segment and the mirror
position of a

-ray

harges observed in its neighbours the intera tion

an be determined with an a

ura y of 12 mm. Digital

pro essing ele troni s, pla ed dire tly adja ent to the dete tors, will extra t
energy, timing and intera tion positions from the sampled signals.

Ea h

data item will be time stamped, allowing later event re onstru tion as well
as the

onstru tion of delayed

oin iden es without dead-time problems.

In addition, software triggering will be implemented, providing an easily
ongurable and exible event lter, espe ially important for rare events.
From the frontend dete tor ele troni s, the prepro essed data pa kets
will be transferred in parallel by high band width ber links to a
event builder.

entral

This will perform all ne essary fun tions of time-ordering,

data-merging and gain-mat hing in order to fully re- onstru t the
intera tion sequen e by using tra king algorithms.

-ray
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The tra king algorithms use the results of the pulse-shape analysis to
re onstru t

ompletely the path of the

-ray in the dete tor. The starting

point is a list of the positions and deposited energies of all the intera tion
points of the in ident
of statisti al

.

By use of the Compton s attering formula and

riteria for the photoele tri

and pair produ tion me hanisms

a gure of merit for ea h sequen e of intera tion points is produ ed and by
y ling on the possible permutations a best sequen e of intera tion points is
sele ted. Several dierent tra king algorithms have been developed, two of
whi h are the
The

lusterisation [10℄ and ba ktra king [11℄ methods.

lusterisation method relies on the fa t that the intera tion points of

a

-ray s attering in the dete tor tend to be found in a small volume. This

is

onne ted with the forward peaking of the s attering

ross se tion and

the de reasing mean free path with energy. Clusters of points are identied
through use of Arti ial Intelligen e or Pattern Re ognition methods. The
ba ktra king method attempts to re onstru t the path of the

-ray ba k

from its nal intera tion point to the emission point. The method is based
on the observation that the energy of the nal photoele tri

intera tion is

lo ated in a narrow energy band, typi ally between 100 and 300 keV for
a wide range of in ident

-ray energies. This method has the advantage that

long-range s attering (e.g. a ross the array)

an be re overed.

4. Outlook

To build the AGATA array substantial development work needs rst to
be performed. This will in lude the development of a 36-fold segmented, enapsulated Ge dete tor, the

onstru tion of

ryostats for

omposite dete tor

systems, the miniaturisation of the frontend ele troni s, the implementation of pulse-shape analysis and tra king algorithms in real time as well as
the realisation of a data a quisition system

apable of handling the extremely

high data streams. The knowledge needed to

onstru t a

-ray tra king ar-

ray is distributed over various European laboratories whi h have joined the
ommon proje t. Therefore, ex ellent presuppositions exist in Europe to realise a rst

-ray tra king array and, thereby, to introdu e a new quality in

-ray spe tros opy for the appli ation in fundamental resear h. Finally, it
should be noted that the development of position-sensitive Ge dete tors will
lead to important spin-os, as has been proven by previous te hnologies
developed by the nu lear stru ture

ommunity.

The

-ray tra king te h-

niques developed for AGATA will have a strong impa t on high resolution
and high sensitivity

-imaging, being of prime importan e for medi al and

industrial appli ations.
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